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mobility is limited by scattering with phonons
Degeneracy of bands on the Valence band
Limits the mobility interbund scattering

In conic crystals holes are essentially
immobile and can only hop from One ton

to the next provided they have enough
thermal energy
This Self trapping is due to the orbital

degeneracy most common in holes



Impurity conductivity
Change the conductivity
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The extra e moves una Coulomb potential
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Acceptor status
Replace an atom with another one with
less valenceelectroly available to make bond
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The Bohr Model also
apples to the holes
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If
donor acceptors n type dopingsemiconductor

donor acceptors p type dopingsemiconductor
The Hall effect can be used to determine
the type of semiconductor and the density of
carriers
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Conduction band edge is slightly below the
valence band edge

E Theoverlap in energy leads
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They could be insulators
pressure can change theoverlap concentrationcaptors


